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Abstract
Since ﬁrst noticed by Shapley in 1939, a faint object coincident with the Fornax dwarf spheroidal has long been
discussed as a possible sixth globular cluster (GC) system. However, debate has continued over whether this
overdensity is a statistical artifact or a blended galaxy group. In this Letter we demonstrate, using deep DECam
imaging data, that this object is well resolved into stars and is a bona ﬁde star cluster. The stellar overdensity of this
cluster is statistically signiﬁcant at the level of ∼6–6.7σ in several different photometric catalogs including Gaia.
Therefore, it is highly unlikely to be caused by random ﬂuctuation. We show that Fornax 6 is a star cluster with a
peculiarly low surface brightness and irregular shape, which may indicate a strong tidal inﬂuence from its host
galaxy. The Hess diagram of Fornax 6 is largely consistent with that of Fornax ﬁeld stars, but it appears to be
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slightly bluer. However, it is still likely more metal-rich than most of the GCs in the system. Faint clusters like
Fornax 6 that orbit and potentially get disrupted in the centers of dwarf galaxies can prove crucial for constraining
the dark matter distribution in Milky Way satellites.
Key words: galaxies: star clusters: general
Supporting material: FITS ﬁle
1. Introduction
The ﬁrst globular cluster (GC) around the Milky Way (MW)
was discovered by Jonathan Ihle in 1655. Since then, the
sample size of MW GCs has grown to more than 100
(Harris 1996, 2010). Other than those clusters that are solely
satellites of the MW, there is a particular noteworthy group
that orbit in the MW dwarf satellite galaxies. All three of the
most luminous MW satellites, the Large and Small Magellanic
Cloud, and the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxy have
large populations of well-studied GCs (Mackey & Gilmore
2003a, 2003b, 2003c; McLaughlin & van der Marel 2005). The
Fornax dSph galaxy, which is the fourth most luminous MW
satellite, is known to possess ﬁve GCs. Up until recently, when
a peculiar faint cluster was found in an ultra-faint system,
EridanusII (Koposov et al. 2015; Crnojević et al. 2016), those
were the only four known MW satellites with GCs.
Among those systems, clusters in the Fornax dSph are
particularly interesting. The fact that Fornax has at least ﬁve of
them implies a high ratio of GC mass versus halo mass
although the relation exhibits large scatter at low mass (Harris
et al. 2017; Forbes et al. 2018). The existence of this handful of
GCs also presents a puzzle for understanding their survival
over a Hubble time (Goerdt et al. 2006; Peñarrubia et al. 2009;
Cole et al. 2012; Boldrini et al. 2019). The mechanism of
dynamical friction can cause those clusters to sink to the
Fornax center and/or be disrupted. This so-called “Fornax
timing problem” provides powerful constraints on the inner
dark matter distribution of the Fornax dSph.
Despite Fornax’s already high number of GCs, there is a
long and often forgotten debate in the literature about a possible
sixth GC, named Fornax6. First mentioned by Shapley in 1939
(Shapley 1939), it was later observed in greater detail by a few
groups in the 80ʼs and 90ʼs (Verner et al. 1981; Demers et al.
1994; Stetson et al. 1998). However, it was then thought to be a
mixture of distant galaxies and stars. In this Letter we utilize
several data sets to investigate the properties of Fornax6 and
demonstrate that it is a diffuse but bona ﬁde star cluster that is
likely undergoing tidal disruption.
2. Data
Fornax6 is a compact stellar overdensity in the projected
central area of the Fornax dSph (see Figure 2). It was noticed
by the authors during visual inspections of the DES Y3
coadded images. Because of crowding issues at the center of
Fornax dSph (Wang et al. 2019), most of the objects in the
overdensity are missing in the internal DES Y3 and the public
DES DR1 source catalogs (DES Collaboration et al. 2018;
Morganson et al. 2018). Although the rediscovery of the
overdensity was done using DES imaging, we searched for best
quality publicly available data that has covered the same area.
We found that the area around Fornax 6 was observed in r and i
bands during exceptional seeing conditions of 0 6–0 7 by a
DECam program 2016B-0244 (PI: B. Tucker) that is available
in the NOAO Science Archive. We therefore use the
photometrically and astrometrically calibrated catalog gener-
ated by running the DECam community pipeline (Valdes et al.
2014) on this imaging data for the remainder of the paper. We
stack ∼6 r- and i-band images using SWARP software
(Bertin 2010) and calibrate the photometry by computing
zero-points from the cross-match in the DES DR1 catalog. To
alleviate crowding issues we ran DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987;
Bradley et al. 2018) software on a region of 6′×6′ around the
overdensity.
We also utilize Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) data (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018) for additional photometry and proper
motion (PM) information. In order to reject extended sources,
we adopt the following magnitude-dependent cut on the
astrometric_excess_noise (AEN) parameter (Koposov
et al. 2017):
AEN < + -( ) ( ) ( )log 1.5 0.3 G 18 . 1
Additionally we use the data from the VST ATLAS survey
(Shanks et al. 2015) that was reprocessed and calibrated by
Koposov et al. (2014), and spectroscopic data from Walker
et al. (2009).
3. Objects in Fornax 6
In Figure 1 we show the false color gri coadded image of
∼20′×20′ ﬁeld around the center area of the Fornax
dSph from DES. The position of Fornax6 (marked by an
orange arrow) is ∼7′ north from Fornax4 (another Fornax GC,
marked by a blue arrow) as described in the literature (e.g.,
Shapley 1939). It is the second closest cluster to the Fornax
center in terms of projected distance (∼0.27 kpc) other than
Fornax4 (∼0.15 kpc). The Fornax dSph optical center location
adopted here is from recent photometry studies (e.g., Bate et al.
2015; Wang et al. 2019).
However, its luminosity and morphology seem peculiar
among the known Fornax GCs, as it appears visually much
fainter than other clusters. Also, while GCs are typically
spherical, Fornax 6 has a nonnegligible ellipticity (e.g., see
Figures 1 and 2). In the left panel of Figure 2 we show the false
color gri DES coadded image of 2′×2′ ﬁeld centered on
Fornax 6. Several literature sources (e.g., Verner et al. 1981;
Stetson et al. 1998) have considered Fornax6 to be a mixture
of stars and galaxies. However, most of the objects discussed in
Stetson et al. (1998) that were thought to be nonstellar, are
clearly multiple closely located stars in the DES coadded
image. Although a few of the objects are still likely distant
galaxies, their contribution is likely not signiﬁcant.
In the right four panels of Figure 2 we show the density
distributions of sources from DES Y3, VST, Gaia DR2, and
the DAOPHOT catalogs constructed from the DECam images.
We note that barring Gaia data we do not apply any star/
galaxy separation criteria as most of the sources are expected to
be stars. Fornax6 appears as a prominent overdensity in VST,
Gaia, and DECam data, with the exception of DES Y3, where
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it is underdense, in part due to a known limitation of catalogs
generated by SExtractor (Bertin et al. 2002) in a dense
star ﬁeld.
We also remark that in several studies Fornax6 has been
discussed as a statistical artifact caused by random clustering
(e.g., Demers et al. 1995). To validate the signiﬁcance of the
overdensity, we randomly draw 10,000 subsamples from the
DAOPHOT and the Gaia DR2 catalog within a search radius of
13 2 in a 6′×6′ ﬁeld excluding area within 33.6 arcsec (two
times the project half-light radius rh derived in Section 4.2)
centered on Fornax 6. The search radius of 13 2 is chosen to
maximize the signiﬁcance. The average and the standard
deviation of the counts from the DAOPHOT (Gaia) catalog
sampling is 48.9±6.6 (4.0±2.0). The Fornax6 star number
count within 13 2 is 96 (16), which is 6.7 (6.0)σ above the
background assuming a Poisson distribution. We note that only
1 out of 10,000 random subsamples has signiﬁcance above 4σ
(which is 4.2σ) in the DAOPHOT catalog. For Gaia we test
eight additional ﬁelds at the same distance from the Fornax
dSph center. Five out of the eight ﬁelds have 1 out of 10,000
samples with signiﬁcance above 4σ (the highest one is 4.9σ).
Therefore, we conclude that Fornax 6 is highly unlikely to be a
random statistical ﬂuctuation.
4. Properties of Fornax 6
4.1. Hess Diagram
In the middle panel of Figure 3 we show the extinction-
corrected color–magnitude diagram (CMD) of Fornax 6 (red
points) within 16 8 (the size of rh) of the best-ﬁt centroid from
the DECam DAOPHOT catalog. The CMD of the Fornax dSph,
drawn from a 5′×5′ ﬁeld centered on Fornax 6, while
excluding the region within 2 rh of the cluster center, is shown
with black dots. In general, the CMD of Fornax 6 is largely
consistent with the Fornax dSph CMD.
The background-subtracted star count histograms (with
respect to the Fornax dSph ﬁeld stars) of Fornax 6, which is
shown in the right most panel in Figure 3, peaks at similar
magnitude (i∼20.5) as the Fornax dSph. However, this peak
in the Fornax dSph is dominated by red-clump (RC) stars while
in Fornax 6 it is likely dominated by the red horizontal branch
(RHB) stars. Nevertheless, the similar magnitude locations of
these peaks indicate that they are at comparable distances. On
the top panel of Figure 3, we show the background-subtracted
star counts as a function of r–i color between 20.3<i<21.0,
which covers RC and horizontal branch (HB) stars. The star
counts of Fornax6 peak at slightly bluer color than Fornax
dSph. In the left panel of Figure 3 we show the background-
subtracted CMD of Fornax6 colored by their signiﬁcance. The
subtracted CMD also shows that the red giant branch stars are
slightly shifted to the bluer end with additional signiﬁcant
features at ∼4σ at r–i=0.0 and i=20.4, likely caused by the
RHB stars. This indicates that Fornax 6 may have a more
metal-poor population than the inner Fornax ﬁeld stars (with
mean [Fe/H]∼−0.9, Battaglia et al. 2006). However,
Fornax6 is likely to have similar metallicity as Fornax 4 (with
[Fe/H]∼−1.5), which also presents a prominent population
of RHB stars and lacks a signiﬁcant blue HB population (de
Boer & Fraser 2016).
4.2. Structural Properties and Luminosity
We perform a Plummer model ﬁt to the Fornax 6 stellar
distribution using the 2D unbinned likelihood described in Martin
et al. (2008). We include in the ﬁts only stars with r<22, but we
note that the ﬁtting results might be systematically off with
underestimated uncertainties due to a lack of completeness
corrections. We ﬁnd that Fornax 6’ s stellar density proﬁle is
well-described by a Plummer proﬁle (see Figure 4 ) with
rh=16 8±2 0, and it has high ellipticity (ò=0.41±0.10).
We use the posterior distributions of the structural
parameters to estimate the total number of stars in the cluster.
Then, the number of stars is converted into the total luminosity
assuming the luminosity function is well-described by a
PARSEC isochrone model (Bressan et al. 2012) with
age=10 Gyr and [Fe/H]=−1.5 and the Chabrier initial
mass function (Chabrier 2003). Assuming a distance of 147 kpc
(the distance of Fornax dSph, McConnachie 2012), the
estimated absolute magnitude of Fornax 6 in V band is
MV=−4.8±0.4, which is fainter than other Fornax GCs that
range from MV=−8.2 to −5.2 (Webbink 1985). A summary
of Fornax 6 properties is provided in Table 1.
4.3. Radial and PM Velocity
Here we use Gaia to test the hypothesis of Fornax6 belonging
to the Fornax dSph. However, it is impossible to determine the
PM of the whole system precisely given that the PM uncertainties
range from 2.7 to 0.12 mas yr−1 for stars within Fornax6. Instead
we examine how many possible members are bound. We select
stars within 2 rh of the cluster center and require that they have
small parallaxes with respect to their uncertainties of v s< v2 .
We also require their PM to be within 3σ from the estimated
escape speed (calculated using a Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW)
potential) at the distance of the object with respect to the galaxy
PM ( *ma =0.375, μδ=−0.401 mas yr−1, Fritz et al. 2018). In
addition, we apply a CMD mask to select targets lying
within±0.2 mag to the isochrone model mentioned in
Figure 1. False color gri coadded image of ∼20′×20′ ﬁeld around the center
area of the Fornax dSph galaxy from DES. The locations of several Fornax
GCs including Fornax 6 are marked by blue and orange arrows. The red cross
marks the center of the Fornax dSph galaxy from Wang et al. (2019).
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Section 4.2. We ﬁnd that 18 out of 32 (56%) stars lying within
2 rh of Fornax6 pass these criteria, while about 8 stars (∼25%)
are expected from Fornax dSph ﬁeld star contamination.
Therefore a signiﬁcant fraction of Fornax 6 stars has PM
consistent with being bound to the Fornax dSph.
There is a small sample of ﬁve stars within 2.2 rh with
spectroscopic measurements fromWalker et al. (2009). However,
only four of them have PM consistent with being bound to the
Fornax dSph. The derived mean radial velocity (RV) and velocity
dispersion of these four stars are -+ -53.9 km s1.11.2 1 and
-+ -2.1 km s0.81.7 1. Its RV is very similar to the RV of the Fornax
dSph, which is 53.3 km s−1 (Walker et al. 2009). We note that
∼30% of stars in this sample are expected to be background stars
belonging to Fornax dSph. However, if we randomly draw four
Figure 2. Left panel: false color gri coadded image of 2′×2′ ﬁeld centered on Fornax 6 from DES. Right four panels: density distribution of detected sources around
Fornax 6 in a 4′×4′ ﬁeld. From left to right, top to bottom, we show data from internal DES Y3, VST ATLAS, Gaia DR2, and our DECam DAOPHOT catalogs.
Figure 3. Left panel:background-subtracted (with respect to Fornax dSph ﬁeld stars) CMD of Fornax 6 colored by Poisson signiﬁcance. Top panel:background-
subtracted histograms of star counts as a function of r–i between 20.3<i<21.0 for Fornax 6. Middle panel:comparison of Fornax 6 CMD within rh=16 8(red
points) with Fornax dSph CMD (black points). Right panel:background-subtracted histograms of star counts as a function of i magnitude for Fornax 6. The positions
and magnitudes (in r and i) of the resulting catalog are available in FITS format as data behind the ﬁgure.
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stars out of the velocity distribution of Fornax dSph, which has a
velocity dispersion of 11.7 km s−1** (Walker et al. 2009;
McConnachie 2012), the probability of measuring dispersion
less than 3.8 km s−1 (within 1σ upper bound of our estimation) is
only ∼6.5%. Thus, under the assumption that some of the
measured signals indeed correspond to Fornax6, it is indicated
that this cluster has low velocity dispersion and an RV that is
similar to the Fornax dSph itself.
5. Implications for Fornax dSph Dark Matter Distribution
The tidal evolution of a diffuse GC like Fornax 6 may
provide important clues for understanding Fornax’s inner dark
matter proﬁle. For example, Peñarrubia et al. (2009) argues that
surviving low-mass GCs like Fornax1 should mostly populate
the outskirts of their host galaxies to avoid being disrupted by
tides. Furthermore, it is expected that orbital decay due to
dynamical friction experienced by a low-mass GC would be
small (e.g., Binney & Tremaine 2008). Thus Fornax 6’ s small
projected distance is in tension with these arguments, although
its true 3D distance is unknown. Therefore, there are two
possible scenarios: (1) The initial mass of Fornax 6 was large
and comparable to Fornax 2–5, and therefore its 3D distance
could be close due to orbital decay. It also implies substantial
mass loss. (2) The initial mass of Fornax 6 was small, and
therefore its 3D distance may actually not be close to the center
of Fornax.
Here we estimate the inﬂuences of tides by computing the
Jacobi radius rJ. The average stellar density of the cluster
within rh is ∼0.7Me/pc
3. At r=0.27 kpc (the projected
distance to Fornax center), the Fornax dSph dark matter density
ρdm is ∼0.08Me/pc
3 for an NFW potential with Vmax∼
30 km s−1. Therefore, the rJ for Fornax6 is ∼16 pc. This is
only a factor of 1.4 times the cluster half-light radius, and
therefore supports the tidal disruption hypothesis. If we assume
a cored proﬁle, such as that from Walker & Peñarrubia (2011;
see their Figure 1) that suggests ρdm is ∼0.04Me/pc
3 at
r=0.27 kpc; the predicted rJ is ∼21 pc (1.9 times the half-
light radius). We also remark that Fornax 6 could be strongly
affected by tides in an NFW potential even if it is signiﬁcantly
farther away from the Fornax center, as the rJ is smaller than
2×rh for 3D separations up to 0.8 kpc. In contrast, in the
cored proﬁle, the rJ stays ∼1.8–2.0×rh anywhere within a 3D
distance of 0.8 kpc, indicating limited tidal inﬂuences when the
inner host potential is shallow.
Due to its small mass, this rediscovered star cluster does not
add much to the total GC mass budget of the Fornax dSph, and
therefore does not impact on the established GC mass–halo mass
relation. However, the total GC mass budget within a galaxy may
have been underestimated due to the substantial amount of tidally
stripped stars buried in the galaxy’s dense stellar ﬁeld.
6. Conclusion
In this Letter we demonstrate that Fornax6, which was
historically thought to be a dubious object, is a genuine star
cluster within the Fornax dSph. Using deep DES Y3 coadded
images we show that a few objects within Fornax 6 that are
claimed to be galaxies in the literature are actually blended images
of multiple stars. The stellar overdensity caused by Fornax 6 has a
signiﬁcance of 6–6.7σ in the DECam and the Gaia DR2
photometry catalogs. We show that Fornax 6ʼs CMD is largely
consistent with Fornax dSph, but slightly shifted to the bluer end.
Fornax6’ s light proﬁle is well-ﬁt by a Plummer model with
rh=11.3±1.4 pc and high ellipticity of ò=0.41±0.1, with
an estimated luminosity of MV=−4.8±0.4. The highly
elongated shape of Fornax6 suggests that it is undergoing tidal
disruption.
We also check the available kinematic information to assess
how likely Fornax6 is bound to the Fornax dSph. By
examining stars in Gaia, we show that a high fraction of stars
within Fornax6 have PM consistent with being bound to the
Fornax dSph. Four possible members of Fornax6 with
spectroscopic data also suggest RV close to the velocity of
the Fornax dSph with low velocity dispersion, but this needs to
be veriﬁed with more members.
Since Fornax 6 may be the only Fornax GC that shows clear
signs of tidal disruption, its tidal evolution can provide a powerful
probe to the Fornax dSph dark matter potential. Depending on the
assumptions about the initial mass of Fornax6 and its 3D
distance to the Fornax center, the dynamical friction and tidal
force it experienced can vary. Detailed N-body simulations will
be needed to quantify these effects.
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